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For
Lena Armstrong
1925 - 2021
A lifelong reader, just as I hope to be.

A Note from the Editor
The Spring City project began in earnest in December of last year when
submissions opened for the first issue. But, in reality, the project had been
gestating — in one form or another — for quite some time before that.
It was the proliferation of digital journals, small presses and online publishers —
this burgeoning community of writers and artists — that first gave us the
inspiration to start something of our own with The Spring City. This is the future
of writing and art – this is what is bringing new and exciting voices and pieces into
the light of day. Here at The Spring City, we’re not pioneers — the sea we launch
our little ship into is already packed full of craft — but we are privileged to be a
part of this positive movement.
The project also has another inspiration; that of The Spring City itself – Kunming,
in Southwestern China. I have lived in Kunming (昆明 in Mandarin, affectionately
known as The Spring City or Chuncheng 春城 on account of its climate) for several
years now. The city has its flaws — like all great cities should — but it cannot fail
to leave a lasting impression on those who spend long enough within its
boundaries.
So here it is, Issue 1. I’d like to thank everyone who submitted their work. It takes
real trust to send someone a piece you’ve worked so hard on — a piece that is so
personal to you — and we can’t help but be touched by the fact that so many of
you did.
Thank you all for joining us on this journey! We’ll continue this in Issue 2, but,
until then, enjoy this inaugural issue of The Spring City Journal.
– John Burns
Founding Editor

Stay
—
Swati Moheet Agrawal

He pleaded with her to stay.
His love oozed and spread
itself in pools at her feet,
and all she did,
wretched sinner that she was,
was to wrap her gown a little closer
round her ankles,
in case she should get wet.
Nonchalant,
Unperturbed,
she stood there
clutching the book she was reading.
Furthermore,
to praise his cravats,
when he had asked her to balm his soul,
to calm his frayed nerves,
his lacerated heart,
when he had asked her to love him all the more,
all she did,
wretched sinner that she was,
she gaily said,
“Ah, but what beautiful cravats you wear!”
Tormented with helplessness,
smothered by indifference,
feeling utterly incapacitated,

he felt his eyes swell and tingle with tears,
the man who never shed a tear before anyone,
wept buckets before the woman he walked the aisle with.
He pleaded with her to stay.

Swati Moheet Agrawal
Swati Moheet Agrawal lives in Mumbai, India. Her work has appeared in Mad Swirl, The
Drabble, Ariel Chart, Café Dissensus, Friday Flash Fiction, Indian Periodical, Active Muse, Setu,
Kitaab and is forthcoming in The Dribble Drabble Review, Muse India and Free Flash Fiction.
Follow her on Instagram @swatiwhowrites

Elementary School Queens
—
Elaina Battista Parsons
Angelica
Her nose was Roman and defined, unlike my maybe-she’s-Italian nose. Her long
fingers ended in nails that only teenagers grew in 1988 — perfect and majestic,
signaling she should be in charge and giving orders — “Fetch me my lipgloss! Tie
my Converse!”
In math class, she’d draw circles feverishly, over and over and over and over on
our yellow notebook paper when Mrs. Scaglione wanted us to add decimals.
Circles stacked and balanced, toppling and not perfectly closed.
“What? Why?” I’d nudge her and whisper.
“These are my fans. They love me,” she said. “See. So many fans.”
I wanted fans too. So I drew circle after circle after circle in a spree. Faster than she
did, but all I managed were gumballs. I couldn’t help but close the circles. I had
yet to conjure my fans. Angelica would help me. “You’ll get there,” she said, with
her strong Roman nose and those feathers for fingers.
Jennifer
Winteringham Village was her bus stop. As a kid it sounded like a place of sugar
snow and warm tea. Maybe a library expanding a whole wall with armchairs and

candles. Once older I understood it wasn’t that. It was housing for people who
couldn’t afford a house.
Jennifer used to fling her hair over her shoulder with a straight back, her chin up,
and a confidence I wanted. She’d find her spot on the bus, nod to me and make me
feel like I wanted to sit up straighter too. “This weekend my mom and I are
cleaning our beds. We have scabies and fleas from our dog.” She had a way of
speaking that I wanted — sort of careful and certain that she was in charge.
Instead, I curled behind my Rainbow Brite lunchbox and blushed over Ben Dorn’s
smile. I watched her be incandescent while standing in line for her daily hot lunch,
sturdy backbone, while I ate my wilted iceberg and cheese on white bread with
dull frizzy hair and triangular earrings that made my lobes itch.
Sandy
I bet she had kittens on her sofa and pink cotton slippers lining her closet floor.
The thing I wanted that she had — the way she held that No. 2 pencil. It made her
words blockier compared to my skinny, meatless formations. Her index finger and
middle finger wrapped over her thumb, barely visible. It looked hearty and tight.
I’d do it too, but you know those habits aren’t habits unless it feels right and
practiced repeatedly. My two fingers didn’t want to touch the knuckle of my
thumb. They preferred to press the actual pencil. Then, as Sandy wrote spelling
words so chunky, her long strawberry straight hair had to be tossed to her back.
I’d never get my hair that long. Curls are stubborn like that. Like my fingers
gripping my No. 2. Thumb totally visible, like a maniac.

Elaina Battista Parsons
Elaina Battista-Parsons is a writer across genres. She also works as a reading coach for
students with disabilities. Elaina loves ice cream, antiques, pop culture, and snow. Elaina’s
poems and essays have been published by Backlash Press, Burnt Pine Magazine, Vine Leaves
Press, The Spring City Journal, 3Moon Magazine, and Read Furiously. She has a YA novel with
Inked in Gray Press in Fall 2022 and a vignette collection with Vine Leaves Press scheduled
for 2/22 release.

Works completed during lockdown
—
Oormila Vijayakrishnan Prahlad

All pieces are mixed-media collages, and have been made with paper and cloth bits, gouache, acrylics,
distress inks and pens. This is part of a series of work where I have reimagined the Australian
landscape ( I used to do a lot of plein air painting on the South Coast of New South Wales before the
pandemic.) My artistic practice underwent a sea change during the period of lockdown. This body of
work represents that transition.

Oormila Vijaykrishnan Prahlad

Seaside Interlude by Oormila Vijyakrishnan Prahlad

This wide brown land by Oormila Vijyakrishnan Prahlad

Oormila Vijayakrishnan Prahlad
Oormila Vijayakrishnan Prahlad is an Indian-Australian artist, poet, and pianist. Her recent
artworks have been showcased in Otoliths, 3AM Magazine, and The Amsterdam Quarterly, and on the
covers of Ang(st) the body zine, Pithead Chapel, Uppagus, and The Rat’s Ass Review. New works are
forthcoming in Kalopsia Lit, Fish food, Brown Bag Online, and elsewhere. She is a chief editor for
Authora Australia. Find her @oormilaprahlad and www.instagram.com/oormila_paintings

The Smell of Rain
—
Jason Melvin
No water falls from the sky
the gutter leak rhythm
tinks
splashes off landscape stones
spent rain drips off the trees off
structures
beaded on car hoods
puddled on slanted sidewalks
the breeze
smells of damp not
the moldy basement kind
Earthier
dirt and decaying leaves
and something else
sweeter
The smell of rain
really the smell of risen
Earthworms
surfaced
or so I’ve been told

My neighbor died a year ago
—
Jason Melvin
yet his flowers still bloom
a vibrant pink
I see them
out the kitchen window
my hands immersed in dish water
the house vacant
since the moment he passed
no caretaking

watering

I think they’re hibiscus
and fully alive

or trimming

Jason Melvin
Jason Melvin is a happily married father of three children and one granddaughter. He has of
late rediscovered his joy of writing and thought WTH, let’s try publishing. His work has
recently appeared in From Whispers to Roars, The Beatnik Cowboy, The Raw Art Review, Rat’s Ass
Review, The Closed Eye Open, Kitchen Sink Magazine, The Electric Rail, Front Porch Review and
Shambles.

Before and After
—
Agatha Uche Governor
Before I met you, my life was a black and white movie tilting on the scales of
disorder.
Then I met you and I was immediately immersed into bursts of color. Staining me.
Making me identifiable. Making me something.
After I met you I carried with me a light feeling. Like the feeling you have when
listening to an Etta James song. You have an old soul and so we shared old love.
Careful touching and long stares. Devouring of words on crumpled love letters.
But wasn’t it unusual that the only witness to our shared breaths was the moon?

Short Distance
—
Agatha Uche Governor
I see you, listening for my voice that the breeze carries, hearing my laugh in the
rain and seeing my half smiles in a blank canvas.
I see you scrambling for the appropriate shade for my aura, wondering if I would
think it ridiculous if you painted stars under my feet. You idolized me that way I
guess. I was a broken figurine but you didn’t care. Instead you held me tightly
until I drew blood. Until I damaged those beautiful hands that gave birth to
beautiful things. But all that doesn’t matter cause this is is your last painting. Me. I
see you paint my aura a blinding blue, paint the stars in my eyes instead. I nod in
approval

Agatha Governor
Agatha Governor is a 21 year old Nigerian pansexual passionate reader and closet writer.
She is currently studying to be a nurse in a private university in Edo state. She lives in Lagos
state with her cat Asher.

Paper Dreams
—
Stephanie Parent
I adored them indiscriminately.
The sensation of glossed paper beneath my fingers; the scent, sometimes of
perfume samples, sometimes just that odor of something new, freshly printed, full
of possibilities.
In elementary school, I perused the parenting magazines meant for much older
readers: the step-by-step instructions to make tiny clay animals, or cupcakes
blooming icing flowers. Activities for every holiday: tie-dyed Easter eggs; bluewhite-and-red parfaits for the Fourth of July; papier-mâché Halloween ghosts and
glittery Christmas ornaments and Victorian Valentines. I soaked up the little bits of
magic on each page, begged my mother for the supplies to recreate them, but my
own attempts were only pale shadows. My clay animals all had lopsided faces; my
icing flowers melted into lumps.
I idolized Martha Stewart, with her good things spreading from summer gardens
to autumn foliage to winter feasts, from the tiniest details of place settings to the
showstopper six-tiered wedding cakes. I dreamed of a lifetime, or just an
afternoon, spent in such splendor. When I was done with each issue, I tossed it on
the pile of dog-eared magazines covering our disheveled, stained sofa, my
cluttered bedroom floor.
I subscribed to all the children’s magazines — Highlights, Cricket, Ranger Rick,
National Geographic Kids. I dove into images of enchanted faraway places, where

my mind could slip without suffering the humidity or frigid cold, mosquitoes or
prowling predators.
In secret, I slipped into my parents’ bedroom and found the Playboys in my
father’s drawer. I marveled at the big-breasted, long-lashed women with their
glowing skin, their carefree smiles, their impossible measurements listed on the
backside of the centerfolds (40-inch breasts, 20-inch waists); numbers my child’s
mind took for truth and prayed I’d one day share. They were so different from my
mother, with her makeup-less face, shapeless T-shirts and unstyled, limp hair. My
father never looked at my mother the way I imagined he might look at the images
in those magazines, when he was alone.
The difference between my mother, my aunts and teachers, women drooping with
the weight of responsibility, and the sirens between these glossy covers… Those
seductive creatures singing silent longing into my ears…
It was the same as the difference between all the magazines that found their way
miraculously into our mailbox, brightening a dull afternoon, and the real world.
By middle school, I’d graduated to Seventeen, YM, Sassy. Perhaps I was part of the
last generation to await those magic spells arriving on my doorstep each month, to
painstakingly recreate each makeup tutorial offered within. I became a vegetarian
because Alicia Silverstone spoke about animal rights; I tucked flowers in my hair
like Drew Barrymore. Each page was precious, a window into a world where wool
sweaters never itched, exposed midriffs were never bloated, and pimples never
marred a made-up face. The internet was an uncharted territory, back then, not yet
mapped with celebrities and shopping sites; the magazines and catalogs were all I
had. A handful of dandelion wishes to last me through each month.

As I grew older and the world wide web spread its spider strands everywhere, I
blew those dandelion wishes into the breeze. That electronic web was weaving its
threads so fast and entrapping us all like flies, till the glossy magazines couldn’t
possibly keep up. The internet was ugly and imperfect, with its pop-up ads
promising to cure toenail fungus, its unflattering paparazzi photos of my idols, its
viruses lurking behind each ill-advised click. That internet conquered the world, as
my twenties flew by and my dreams of an hourglass body and sun-soaked skin, a
polished pretty home and a smooth untroubled mind, all slipped further from my
grasp. I subscribed to magazines, still — they were so cheap now, a desperate ploy
to keep a dying business alive — and I watched the stacks of Allures and
Glamours grow and grow unread in the apartment where I lived alone with only a
beanbag chair and air mattress, cracks on the ceiling and cockroaches in the walls.
The pile became monstrous, tumbling no matter how many times I straightened it,
coming to life like a beast in the dark, as I reminded myself to cancel those
subscriptions, as soon as I found the time.
Eventually, they were all outdated, those stacks I’d meant to read but never had.
The lipstick colors swatched in those pages had been consigned to sale bins. The
spring styles they espoused now hung withered on clearance racks. I gathered the
magazines in my arms like wilted wildflowers, walked outside to the dumpster
with my thirty-four-inch breasts and twenty-seven-inch waist, the pimple on my
chin with layers of concealer cracking around it, the makeup refusing to stay in
place no matter how many tutorials I’d tried. I was still waiting to bloom, before I
could search for someone who might look at me the way I imagined my father
looking at the women in those Playboys. I would rather be alone forever, a paper
girl between unread pages, than risk someone seeing me still imperfect, midmetamorphosis. I would rather remain in this half-life, tiny apartments I barely
attempted to decorate, dead-end jobs that took all my time but no true effort, than
accept the kind of messy real life my parents shared.

Outside in the muggy twilight, I cradled the pile of paper and leaned close for one
last whiff of that magic magazine scent. And then, finally, I abandoned them all to
the recycling bin.
The lid slammed closed on the perfect life I’d never have.

Stephanie Parent
Stephanie Parent is a graduate of the Master of Professional Writing program at USC. Her
poetry has been nominated for a Rhysling Award and Best of the Net.

Faces of the Revolution
—
Reem Rashash-Shaaban

“Faces of the Revolution” is a series of ink and watercolor paintings inspired by the Lebanese
Revolution of October 17 th, 2019. It was a wonder to see. People took to the streets. Mothers, fathers,
children, young men and women, all carrying flags and demanding a new Lebanon. A united Lebanon.
One where the cross and the crescent meet and merge into the red, green and white of the Lebanese
flag.
– Reem Rashash-Shaaban

Martyrs Square by Reem Rashah-Shaaban

Phoenix Rising by Reem Rashash-Shaaban

Reem Rashash-Shaaban
Reem Rashash-Shaaban is a poet, writer, and photographer. After spending thirty three
years teaching at the American University of Beirut, she decided to go back to her passion:
art.
Reem uses her original photographs to reconstruct a new view of life and cities and mixes
collage, pastel, ink and paint in her effort to keep the culture, thoughts and traditions of
people alive.
She has held three solo exhibits in Beirut entitled “Going , Going, Gone,” “To Keep the
Memories Alive” and “My Lebanon”. Her “Qatar Series : Tradition and Modernity” was
held in Doha, Qatar. She has also participated in two joint exhibitions. Moreover, two of her
watercolor paintings have graced the covers of October Hill Magazine and Twisted Vine while
her mixed media artwork has been accepted in Sukoon, Goat’s Milk Magazine, The Remington
Review and The Santa Clara Review.

To Fight a Nightmare
—
Athena Zhuang
Carlotta left the battlefield and returned to her bedroom. She muttered to herself,
“Will the monsters ever go away?” Darkness gloomed over her eyelids, and this
time, not of tiredness. Her nightmare was filled with an evil knight. He seemed to
possess her family... her father was angry and threw wine glasses... her mother
screamed in the back... She was six-years-old, and her loved ones were poisoning
her dreams.
Lights flickered on. In front of her was Maya, the best mom and most beautiful
woman alive. Her smiles united the stars; her cooking brewed away the bitterness;
her hugs shielded reality.
Maya smiled comfortingly. “Did Mom and Dad fight again in your dreams? Sorry,
sweetie.” Her voice seemed strained. Carlotta looked past it, the sound of
shattering glass still ringing in her ears, even though it was from a faraway dream.
“Let’s read ‘Sleeping Beauty’,” Carlotta’s father enters the room, “A dashing Prince
will come and fight away your nightmares!” He struck the pose of a paladin. Maya
shifted uncomfortably.
“What if the monster tricks the Prince? What will happen then?” squealed
Carlotta. She pulled her blankets over her head like a tent and began to shake. The
noises continued to bother her ears... they were terrifying. She felt as if she herself
was breaking.
“The Prince is a prince! He will protect you forever. You will marry one in the
future like your mother married me!” Her father laughed. “I protect you, right?”
He turned to Maya, looking for a compliment in response.

Maya rubbed her neck and smiled. She was a stay-at-home wife, like her mother.
And her grandmother. And her great-grandmother. She was supposed to nod and
accept any gibberish he offered.
However, she did not want to bobble her head tonight. ‘Sleeping Beauty’
reminded her of particular moments in her life. Her heart hated that. Instead of
answering him, she looked at her daughter, “Let me tell you about it.”
Classic fairytales are brilliant at shadowing truth. They are modified to fit a more
“family friendly” audience. To Carlotta, there was something quite disturbing
about how well her mother told the story...
The Original Sleeping Beauty
A witch cursed Princess Aurora to die. The sorceress watched those around her be
poisoned by the girl’s beauty. Maleficent was envious -- and she wanted to
reciprocate the favour.
Thus, she fooled the princess into pricking her finger on a spinning wheel, where
she would, presumably, die.
Somehow, even after the spell, Aurora was still alive... and mentally conscious. She
could hear and think, but she could not see or move. She was silenced, without a
voice. She was in a deep sleep.
Instead of a bachelor prince, a married king entered her “bedroom”. He was
astounded by her beauty. His desires overwhelmed his morality.

Such a pity for a beautiful woman to be asleep, he thought, after struggling to
wake her. He did not kiss her; he raped her.
He assaulted her without sentiment or reproach. Perhaps, experiencing endless
sleep was better than experiencing his horrific act. She could not react. Her body
was frozen.
He scarred Aurora like a black tattoo. She was an object: used, tainted, and thrown
aside. Shortly after, he continued on with his life, forgetting about everything and
anything that had happened.
And... she was impregnated.
Fairies took care of her and her children. They swore to keep her alive — to be
“good” fairies.
“All she had to do was sleep and get saved by a prince, like we planned. Instead,
she had an affair with another man after our hero rescued her. This second man
must have poisoned her again. What a wanton,” one guardian bickered.
“Our only job was supposed to be to prevent her from dying. Now, we have to
save her babies too??” the second fairy grumbled.
“How insipid,” the third pitched, harshly.
Aurora was vulnerable and treated as a plastic tiara. The King had raped her body
like he had raped her worth. To the world, she was nothing more than shattered
glass.

She gave birth to twins. They were beautiful and alive — unaware of their past,
present, and future. Their warmth contrasted Aurora’s cold body.
“The kids of the tramp,” one fairy sneered.
“The world will never accept them. They might as well die,” the second fairy
added. She sighed and placed the babies on Aurora’s breasts for feeding. However,
one baby began sucking on Aurora’s poisoned finger, assuming it to be a bosom.
Slowly, he drained the curse from her body.
As she began to wake up, he began to die. When the “Sleeping Beauty” opened
her eyes, he had passed on. He removed the spell, only to leave as she came to live
again.
Aurora’s resurrection was not the result of a perfect kiss. It was her son’s death
sentence. She was naked and stripped of value. She was overpowered and left in
sadness, distress, and hopelessness. She knew about being raped. She knew the
accusations. She knew that life would never be the same for her. She knew that she
was “broken”. She was the sleeping beauty: men slept on her and never looked
back.
Maya's eyes met her husband’s. They both knew what she was talking about. He
was a rapist, and she was the blamed victim. His first assault was when he wanted
a child. Even after Carlotta’s birth, he was unsatisfied. He wanted a boy: so he
molested her again and again; and failed again and again. She was nothing but a
birth machine that no one would want, as he always reminded her.
She suffered in silence. Her husband needed dignity, and she did not. Her
daughter could not follow the same path...

Carlotta sat, wide-eyed and muted. The mother told her, “Carlotta, you must be
strong and autonomous. Do not wait for a fairytale. You are meant to be an
individual. Strive to be unique; ask for help; but never rely on someone else to do
it for you.”
History would not repeat itself for her daughter. “Mom, will a prince ever come
save me?”
“No. Never.”
“Who will save me?”
“You will.”
The father placed his hand on his wife’s. His touch was cold, ominous, but
familiar. The mother looked down and breathed uneasily. She turned her face to
her child and smiled. Then, she stood up and walked back into her dark bedroom.
Her husband followed behind.

Athena Zhuang
Athena Zhuang is an aspiring author from Canada. She enjoys writing and often includes
social or environmental advocacy within her pieces. In her spare time, she likes to read
historical fiction, work in nonprofits, and practice the flute. She values global goodness and
hopes to inspire and educate others through her writing.

The Purpose of Listening
—
Martin Willitts Jr.
Until now, she tilled the soil
and the sun would rise. Tatters of birds,
unsteady in air, bumped against
the invisible horizon. She felt birds’
uneasy flay and release, buckle
of wings, as they sprinted endlessly towards
whatever was out there she couldn’t see.
The birds had desperate news.
Maintaining prayer helped control her urge
to join, to bird-release, wing-whispering,
if only, if only.
And now, join us, their wings insisted,
and now, molt, shed what is human
holding you back.
If others would listen, they too
could be lifted song. She knew
the right direction was where the sky
was azure, sprouting her own magnificent wings.

Martin Willitts Jr.
Martin Willitts Jr., a Comstock Review editor, has 25 chapbooks including the Turtle Island
Quarterly Editor’s Choice Award, “The Wire Fence Holding Back the World” (Flowstone Press,
2017), plus 21 full-length collections including the Blue Light Award 2019, “The Temporary
World.” His forthcoming book is “Harvest Time” (Deerbrook Press, 2021).

An Analysis on Passive Development
—
Challen Carter
Tuskegee
2015-2017
Why it went nowhere: I fell in love with you while I was with someone else. Also, not all
girls are gay.
In times of self-prescribed isolation I like to stalk your Instagram page. You’re the
first girl I ever fell for and, while we don’t talk much anymore, seeing you live
your life through this lens brings me a comfort I don’t know the best way to
explain. We’re friends in the most superficial way I have ever been with another
person and this is the most I can handle from you. Something about preserving
some idea of you — this near-caricature that captivated me for years — that I love.
There’s a reverence in the way we communicate. You’re like my own personal
celebrity. I can keep you at arm's length enough that, if I ever do leave a “how can
one person ever be this beautiful?” or “you’re so hot it’s intimidating!” comment,
your reply will succeed in making me feel special — like I’ve accomplished
something a chosen few are allowed to see. Whenever you tell me that you
appreciate me (miss me, even) it makes me feel as though I’m worthy of putting
myself back into the world.
But I can’t really be your friend — not like we were, at least. I have so much love
for you left over from this friendship we built as teenagers, and that is never going
to change, but if we rekindle what we had I don’t know if I’m going to recover
after you move on from me.
Fairhope

July-August 2019
Why it went nowhere: You still haven’t told me, but I’m assuming it’s because I like Glee
and you’re too serious of a musician for all that.
“Perhaps she is the difference between an inconvenience and a natural
phenomenon. And, perhaps, when lightning rips through the earth and crashes to
the ground, it is her taking aim and mistaking other men for me,” you recited as
you gazed up at the ceiling. You believed this was your masterpiece — the missing
part to your magnum opus — and you were just so proud. You told me about how
this could really send your band over the edge, how your sound is something you
need to constantly develop, how you really do like me but you can’t let your heart
get in it right now. For those ten minutes I watched your faded Snarky Puppy
tapestry slowly slip from its electrical tape bindings, waiting for the moment it
was no longer impolite to get dressed and leave.
You really were sweet to me — not even in a he’s sweet in his own way kind of
sweet (even after I got drunk and told you that you reminded me of both the
naked mole rat from Kim Possible and Shaggy from Scooby Doo). I always
worried that I was secretly too mean to be with you. I consciously censored parts
of myself while we were together because I wanted to be better. I wanted to learn
from my past mistakes and not put everything on the table and let you decide if
you wanted me after. I wanted to play this smart because you seemed worth the
emotional effort. And, for the time, you were. So I laid a solid forty percent of
myself on the table. You knew me as someone whose queer awakening was the
“Me Against the Music” number in Glee, someone who thinks Bukowski and
Kerouac set bad examples for millennial male writers, and as someone who sings
along to Barbra Streisand’s greatest hits in the living room. You never knew about
my obligatory college student nicotine addiction or any of my emotional traumas.

As surprising as my hurt feelings were, it really is ok that you didn’t like the
version of myself I presented to you. It was only a matter of time before I snapped
and told you how much I hate jazz.
New Orleans
2019-2020
Why it went nowhere: Being with you provided enough gossip to fill an entire season of a
CW teen drama. Ultimately, I didn’t make enough to be a twenty-two year old sugar
mommy.
I have forced myself to write breakup poetry for two days straight and all I can
come up with is pretentious lyricism hyper-focused on “a gluttonous anger / a
loneliness so uniquely my own.” I hate the sound of my own narration. This
version of me is so fixated on the farce of nobility in unrequited feelings that she
cannot recognize the nauseating pseudo-intellectualism in her words. And yet I
find myself, a week after the declared end, in bed with the subject of my shadowself’s dramatic catharsis. I had almost forgotten what it was like to lie here with
you, to count the freckles on your back, how your fingers twitched in tandem with
(what I assume to be) an exciting dream. I had almost forgotten what it was like to
be held by you, to feel your hands on my hips, fingertips dancing over my spine.
But things are different. There is no comfort in familiarity here. There is a hesitance
on both sides that I tried to ignore in favor of indulging in the moment. I know
that I don’t love you but I miss the way things used to be between us so much that
it makes my chest ache with a sense of grief I haven’t really felt before. I miss my
friend — one who’d wrap his arms around me or sleepily kiss the crown of my
hair. I miss my friend who knew how to aggravate me to no end then calm me
down just as quickly. I don’t want to welcome the guilt that I feel for wanting my
friend back when I know that there’s nothing I can do about it anymore. So, until
that guilt passes, until I stop yearning for the version of you who stopped wanting

me a long time ago, I have no other choice but to follow the lead of this alternate
version of myself. She may be dramatic and filled with cliches but at least she’s
productive.
Brooklyn
2014, 2020
Why it went nowhere: Sometimes (all the time) teenagers don’t respond well to “Do you
like me? Check yes or no.”
Lately, I have been forcing myself to sleep in. I waste my mornings idling in the
space between true sleep and true wake because here, in its simplicity, I control
what I see. I am the director of my own fantasies — I can adjust each outcome until
I craft something so airtight it is as though I have rewritten our shared reality. In
this space, unbothered by aching muscles or the coming congestion headache the
stale air of my bedroom gives me, I run through each opportunity we both know
I’m too late to revisit.
Six years ago you gave me a note. Your hands shook as you passed it off and
promptly rushed out of the room. I waited until the end of the day to read it and,
truthfully, I don’t remember what it all said. The one thing I’ve retained was its
conclusion: “I’m giving you until Monday to tell me if you feel the same. I can
move on or we can do this. But it’s up to you now.” I can’t help myself from
wondering if I’ve found the loophole by answering you tomorrow (since, you
know, that Monday was only implied).
I just left after seeing you for the first time in four years and I want us to feel as
though we’re still those same teenagers — you, gawky and nervous and learning
to love, and me, ruthless and unruly and not yet cautious with my own feelings —
but here you were, grown into yourself in a way I never thought I’d see from you.

You are like a testament to contentedness. A personification of idealized youngadulthood.
While you were here, I tricked you into a philosophical conversation at the one bar
still open despite the hurricane warning. We talked about personal growth and
about what it would take to deviate from people who fit our normal types. We
both knew that I was fishing but there was no way I was going to admit that in the
moment. You said you didn’t know how to answer and when I pushed (something
you know hasn’t changed since we were teenagers) you told me that you couldn’t
answer because you couldn’t trust yourself not to hurt after getting attached too
quickly.
I mailed you a letter that I wrote a few days before the idle daydreaming started. I
wrote it the morning after I drove you to the airport. You woke me up in a panic at
5:17 in the morning. Your flight was at 6:00 (there was no way we’d get you ready
and at the gates in time, we both knew this) and I tried putting you on a later
flight, but the confidence in your voice at “No, we’re going to make it” had me
convinced. I dropped you off and as you reached over to hug me you said “I wish
I had more time to say goodbye to you” and you kissed me on the cheek, an act I
nearly missed through my own fatigue, and you were gone. I ended the letter I
wrote you by saying: “Do not be ashamed of your own nature. Feeling fast and
feeling hard make you who you are and it is something to cherish. Therein lies the
beauty of ‘two ships passing in the night’— recognizing that most people are
temporary and still feeling strong is a gift.”
I don’t know how you are going to react when you read it. The lady at the post
office said to expect it on Monday and I don’t know how I’m going to sleep tonight
knowing that you’re hours away from this. Yesterday morning, I dreamt of the
possibility of a positive outcome to what I can’t take back now. You read this letter

and you give me a call and you say “I’m coming to see you. Clear your schedule.”
I do, and you come.
Connecticut
October 2020-?
Why it went nowhere: Surprisingly, it hasn’t ended yet. Don’t worry, though! My feelings
will for sure be hurt when it does!
You and I operate on vastly different modes of communicating and it has been the
hardest thing to get used to. I’m trying to be this more empowered version of
myself — someone who doesn’t worry about scaring people off because she wants
to talk to them. I had gotten so accustomed to hearing that I was too much before
you and I ever met. At first, I had to remind myself, “good lord, he doesn’t hate
you” every time we went more than a couple of days without speaking. I was
brought up with this idea that my friends would forget about me if I didn’t
constantly remind them I exist. Even though you have more of a grasp on the
concept of object permanence than an infant, I’m still working on shaking that
habit.
As clichéd as it sounds, I was not expecting to like this arrangement as much as I
do. Casual sexual relationships are, typically, where I excel. I know I’ve said this to
you before, but having a consistent partner I can also be friends with is an ideal
situation. I’d love to think that I started noticing these feelings I have after we
spent Thanksgiving together, but in reality it was much earlier. And it’s not like I
haven’t tried getting rid of them. I refuse to let myself forget how many of my
friends you’ve slept with and how I’m probably just another body added to your
count. I have my best friend on retainer to make mean jokes with me so that I
don’t get any more in it (many things have been said about your George Harrison
mustache — sorry). I constantly ask myself “how long are you planning on
keeping a guy who finishes quicker than Fleetwood Mac’s “Go Your Own

Way”?” (again, sorry). In spite of all of this I still feel something more than I’m
supposed to — something beyond what our agreement initially called for.
I don’t want to date you but I want to be held by you in the early hours of the
morning. I don’t want to date you but I want you to kiss me in front of your
friends like you used to (we’re both feminist enough to be too evolved for
possessive displays of affection but I want them to know). I don’t want to date you
but I want to hold your hand while we freeze under the gaudy Christmas lights
display of a park that takes twenty minutes and two navigation-themed
arguments to get to. I don’t want to date you but I want to sit on your kitchen
counter while we cook dinner, with you stealing glances at me that you think I
don’t notice before you tell me “I really like spending time with you” (and I want
to pretend not to hear you because I know how much you hate repeating yourself
and I find it amusing). I don’t want to date you but I want to get railed and not
have to worry about falling asleep on your chest afterwards. I don’t want to date
you, but I’m concerned that the current terms of our agreement aren’t going to
work for me for much longer. I’d love to move forward into revisions, but I know
where you stand and I know what I can handle and I worry that we won’t survive
the coming round of negotiations.

Challen Carter
Challen Carter is a writer and filmmaker based in New Orleans, Louisiana. She earned her
BA from Loyola University New Orleans where she was a finalist for the 2020 Dawson
Gaillard Award. Her debut short film, Confessions of an Uptown Slug, held a local premier
in January 2021 and is currently on the festival circuit. Her work is featured in Cadence
Literary Journal, Feminist Forum Magazine, and elsewhere.

Martyna Benedyka
—
Seascapes from the North Sea (Caledonia) series

“These Seascapes come from the series called North Sea (Caledonia) and are silver gelatin prints I have
developed and then painted on with Japanese Sumi ink.”
- Martyna Benedyka

Seascape 21 by Martyna Benedyka

Seascape 23 by Martyna Benedyka

Martyna Benedyka
Martyna Anna Benedyka is an artist from Gdynia, Poland. Her work is currently featured at
her Kintsugi virtual solo show, the Obsessions, Photographic Exploration Project (PEP) at Tête
Gallery in Berlin, Germany, My Love Is Your Love, at Superchief Gallery’s Every Woman
Biennial 2021 in New York, and at the Fusion Arts Fair at Noblesse Palace, Bucharest. Learn
more about Martyna and her work at https://martynabenedyka.com/ and at
@peacefulillustration_studio on Instagram.

Amy Soricelli
—
Join Us For Benjamin’s Virtual Torah Reading
Benjamin turns the page on Saturday night,
but he's been older since Tuesday when he was born for real.
His friends on his Facebook tell him secrets about the fat
envelopes of cash his great uncles might send.
Benjamin is an Avatar on Cassidy's screen.
Look, he says to his mother,
Benjamin is chanting.
The words go up and down in their living room.
We didn't send him a gift she says.
Benjamin is smaller in his suit than in the schoolyard
with his designer sneakers and Rolex Air King.
His voice is high and low as the Rabbi
stands closer in his embroidered mask.
Benjamin will not take gifts his mother stamps
across his forehead.
The break-out rooms are dancing in solid steps.
Everyone knows the words.
Benjamin's father became a man in a small
temple on Rockaway Boulevard in 1968.
But Benjamin is the man today.
You can tell him how proud you are in the chat box on the bottom.

Amy Soricelli
Amy Soricelli has been published in numerous publications and anthologies
including Remington Review, Corvus Review, The Westchester Review, Glimpse Poetry Magazine,
Deadbeats, Long Island Quarterly, Voice of Eve, Literati Magazine, The Muddy River Poetry Review.
*Carmen has No Umbrella but Went for Cigarettes Anyway (Chapbook forthcoming: Dancing
Girl Press 9/2021) *Sail Me Away (chapbook) Dancing Girl Press, 2019. Nominated by Billy
Collins for Aspen Words Emerging Writer's Fellowship 2019 and for Sundress Publications
"Best of the Net" 2020, 2013. Recipient of the Grace C. Croff Poetry Award, Herbert H.
Lehman College, 1975.

The Causes We Are Supporting in Issue 1

Carbon 180

With the world approaching an irreversible tipping point in terms of carbon pollution and
climate change, urgent action needs to be taken to not only reduce the amount of carbon we
release into the atmosphere, but to actively remove it.
Carbon reversal is the aim of Carbon 180, an NGO committed to an revolutionising our
approach to our environment. Through work with scientists, business owners and policy
makers, Carbon 180 takes an active role in achieving a more sustainable world, before it is
too late.
Visit https://carbon180.org/donate to learn more and to donate.

Shelter

Homelessness is a major issue in the United Kingdom, and a study from 2017 found that, in
the world’s 5th largest economy, around 307,000 people do not have a place to call home.
This number that is likely to be even larger, as many homeless individuals are marginalised
and hidden from society altogether.
Shelter is one of the most active homelessness charities in the UK, working to help those
without homes achieve the safety, wellbeing and human dignity they deserve. Antihomelessness architecture, social ‘othering’ and a negative perception of the homelessness
problem is putting hundreds of thousands of people at risk in the UK. Shelter works to
reverse these trends, working towards a society in which no one is forgotten and no one is
allowed to slip through the net.
Visit https://www.shelter.org.uk to learn more and donate.

Stand Against Racism and Inequality

We live in a polarised world, and, in the 21st Century, hate crimes are still a blight upon our
society. Violence and discrimination based on race or religion, culture, sexuality or gender
identity, ableism, classism and so many other kinds of prejudice fill our newsfeeds and
television screens. This is something we need to take a stand against.
Stand Against Racism and Inequality – or SARI – is doing exactly that. The organisation
works to provide support to victims of hate crimes, whether racist, faith-based, disabilist,
homophobic, transphobic, age-related or gender-related.
Visit https://www.sariweb.org.uk/who-we-are/donate/ to learn more and donate.

